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The President's
Message

Dear ANSSIR Graduates,
Congratulations on your remarkable
academic journey filled with dedication
and resilience. Overcoming challenges in
a foreign land showcases your
determination and hard work. As you
graduate, you step into a world of
possibilities, equipped with invaluable
skills to contribute to Nigeria's growth.

Joining the prestigious ANSSIR alumni
network opens doors for collaboration,
mentorship, and leadership in your
respective fields. You become
ambassadors for our association,
enhancing educational opportunities for
future Nigerian students.

Your journey doesn't end here; it's just the
beginning. Carry ANSSIR's spirit of
excellence and unity as you make a
difference in Nigeria's progress. Express
gratitude to your loved ones for their
unwavering support.

We wish you success, prosperity, and
extraordinary achievements in your future
endeavors. Remember, the ANSSIR
community is here to cheer you on.

Congratulations and best wishes!

Daniel Idiare
President ANSSIR

2023/2024
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Meet our
Graduates



I am an Igbo girl from Imo State in Nigeria. I once aspired to
become a doctor when I was a teenager and today it has come to
pass. I love talking about education and self development, hence
the creation of my blog (www.eduscholarattainable.com) and my
YouTube channel (Eduscholar attainable).

I believe in working hard and smart, so I try my best to give my all
in anything I decide to do. I always want to provide the best result. 

I’m a Christian and I believe that God has a hand in our welfares
because he gave us the abilities to create and achieve things,
therefore I always give God back the glory for all my achievements
in life. I also pray to God for guidance and directions.

Judging from my family background and life exposures, I have
decided to take life as it comes and continue my journey one step
at a time. I hope to look back someday and be glad that I was able
to influence lives positively.

Bio

Igboanugo
Somadila
Annastatia

Reading
Writing articles
Creating videos 
Watching movies

I like seeing people succeed.
I hate lies

Plans after study
Medical residency in cardiology.

Words of encouragement
You do not need to be perfect in order to aim high, you can aim high
with what you have. 

Do not limit yourself, excellence is achievable if one is determined.
You just need to keep trying and never stop trying.

Hobbies Likes / Dislikes

Rostov State Medical UniversitySchool:
City: Rostov 

Diploma type: Red

CGPA: 5.0

Email: annastatia4good@gmail.com

Hobbies Likes / Dislikes



A proficient engineer with
great desire and ability to work

on technical, analytical, and
applied projects. I am able to

effectively manage projects
independently and collaborate

as part of a productive team.
I am fascinated by classical

music, in love with the guitar,
immersed in sports and video

games, love traveling and
meeting people, and enjoy

volunteer work.

Kazan National Research
Technological University

City:

School:

Kazan
Diploma type: Red

CGPA: 4.89
Email: jamosidoko@gmail.com

Jacob Idoko
Bio



Sharon (Aj)
Usiagwu

The Empress herself.

Belgorod State UniversitySchool:

City:

Hobbies
I enjoy reading and writing,
painting, watching anime and
spending time with friends.

Likes / Dislikes
I love anime, novels, good
conversations and any opportunity to
wear a fancy dress.
I dislike closed-minded people.

Bio

Words of encouragement
Don't let life convince you that
there aren't magical moments left
to be had when you grow up.
Sometimes you've gotta find them,
and other times you've gotta make
them yourself.

Email: incandescea@gmail.com
Belgorod 



Hobbies
Reading, dancing, writing.

Oluwaseunfunmi
Owolabi

Studied Law. I don’t know what I’m
supposed to say here

Bio

Belgorod State
University

School:

City:

Email: seinyifedayomi@gmail.
com

Belgorod



A proactive student of Jurisprudence at Belgorod
State National Research University with great
academic achievements and volunteering
experiences. Possess excellent communication and
leadership skills and Keen to pursue a career in
legal professional services with a focus on Al
Ethicist roles.

Bio

Ebere 
Attamah

Belgorod State UniversitySchool:
City: Belgorod 
Diploma type: Red

CGPA: 4.92
Email: eberemaryclare@gmail.com

Photography Baking 
Singing
Observing nature

Hobbies

I like taking walks,
listening, and sometimes
doing nothing.
I dislike haste and the
smell of cigarettes.

Likes / Dislikes

Words of encouragement
Slow down



Mustapha 
Zayyanu Nagodi

 
Born in Kebbi and brought up in multiple cities
across Nigeria, A software engineering graduate

with passion to learn more about humans and
technology.

Bio

Volgograd State Technical UniversitySchool:

Email: mustynagodi@gmail.com

City: Volgograd

Diploma type: Blue

Likes/Dislikes: I like politics, growth
and development.

Hobbies: Playing Football, Traveling.

Plans after study: To join NYSC.

Words of encouragement:
“And, behold, with every

hardship comes ease:”
Quran 94 V5



Mmesomachi
Nwachukwu

Born in Port Harcourt Nigeria,
from Imo state. Studied
Mathematics.

Bio

Blue
Diploma type:

Peoples' Friendship
University of Russia

School:

Email: nwachukwum
mesomachi@g
mail.com

City: Moscow 



Kazan National Research 
Technological University

School:

Email: amaadimbo@gmail.com

City: Kazan

Diploma type: Red

Amachon
Adimbo

Biotechnologist from Taraba 
Brother to three sisters and son to

lovely parents.

Bio

Likes/Dislikes: Money/Dishonesty

Hobbies: Watching basketball

Words of encouragement:

Don't miss classes



Abdullahi
Suleiman Aliyu

I guess I should prefix “Engr” to my name
now… haha, but in short, Abdullahi
Suleiman Aliyu is just another person
interested in aviation and blockchain
technologies.

Bio

Hobbies

Gym, Art Museums & Fashion

RedDiploma type:

Don State Technical UniversitySchool:

Email: abdullahiibnsuleiman1@gmail.com

City: Rostov
CGPA: 5.0

Words of encouragement:
Quoting my dad:
"Live everyday of your life pursuing your
dreams as if you’re going to live forever,
and at the same time, pray and be a good
person as if you wouldn’t make it
through the night."



Voronezh State UniversitySchool:
City: Voronezh

Diploma type: Blue
CGPA: 4.7

Email: oluchiokparaocha@gmail.com

Oluchi
Okparaocha

A young lady passionate about
changing lives and influencing

human behavior and interactions.

Bio

Writing and reading
Hobbies:

Keep your eye on God, He
will see you through.

Words of
encouragement:

I enjoy writing and
speaking on topics relating

to human behavior

Likes/Dislikes:



I’m Ada, a proud Nigerian and a chemical
engineering degree holder, obtained from
Voronezh State University of Engineering
Technologies.
I am a humanitarian and so I cherish my
friendships and relationships. I love walks and
exploring new places and hope to eventually
travel far and wide.

Bio

Obiageli
Antoinette
Emeka-
Ogbonna

Voronezh State University of
Engineering Technology 

School:

City: Voronezh 
Diploma type: Red
Email: adaemeka82@gmail.com

Music
Sight seeing
Walks

I like friends and family.
I hate dishonesty 

Plans after study
Travel.

Words of encouragement
Cherish every moment! 
Smile and take a well deserved rest!

Hobbies Likes / Dislikes



I am a Kazan National Research
Technological University graduate, where I

honed my expertise in biotechnology and
discovered a passion for programming. With

a deep-rooted desire to make a positive
impact, I aim to leverage the power of
artificial intelligence and deep neural

networks to solve complex problems and
revolutionize the healthcare industry.

Beyond my academic pursuits, I find joy in
cycling, traveling, and exploring the

boundless opportunities of the internet.

Emmanuel
aninwezi

Bio

Kazan National Research
Technological University

City:

School:

Kazan
Email: eaaninwezi@gmail.com

Words of Encouragement 

If you’re not confused, you’re
probably not paying

attention...



My name is Agomuoh Maduabuchi
Ihebunachi, I am an Indigene of Imo State,
graduated from the Department of Aircraft
Repairs and Maintenance in Don State
University.

Bio

Maduabuchi
Agomuoh

Words of encouragement
In everything give thanks
to God

Playing basketball
Attending concerts
Listening to music

Hobbies

Don State Technical UniversitySchool:
City: Rostov-on-don 

Diploma type: Red

mihebunachi@gmail.comEmail:



Belgorod State Technological UniversitySchool:
City: Belgorod

Diploma type: Blue
CGPA: 4.56

Email: jadatago@gmail.com

Jeremiah Danjuma

My name is Danjuma Jeremiah Atagozawanyin, a driven and enthusiastic
individual with a passion for engineering, technology, finance, and
education. I am dedicated to creating positive change and fostering

innovation in these fields, constantly pursuing opportunities to expand my
knowledge and make a tangible impact on the world around me.

With a strong background in engineering and technology, I continuously
work to hone my skills and stay ahead of the latest advancements. I am

equally passionate about the world of finance, recognizing its crucial role in
shaping our global society and driving progress.

Bio

Be open-minded, Adaptable, and Ready
to learn from everyone.

Words of
encouragement:

Spending time with family and friends.
Meeting new people.

Listening to music.
 

Waiting in long lines or queues.
Dishonesty or deception.

Rudeness or poor manners.

Likes/Dislikes:



Mesheck ezra
Bio
My name is Mesheck Ezra, and I am a graduate of Moscow State University of Civil
Engineering (MGSU) with a degree in Civil Engineering. Throughout my academic journey, I
developed a strong passion for civil engineering and gained valuable experience in structural
and load-bearing analysis.

During my time at MGSU, I worked on a personal project titled "Sand Babel" under the
guidance of Associate Professor Kira Larionova. This exceptional project not only contributed
to my academic thesis but also proved to be valuable to the university, leading to its
inclusion in the university archives.
I have actively participated in various competitions and conferences to enhance my
knowledge and skills. I achieved certification in the General Civil Engineering Olympiad
hosted by MGSU, and I was awarded   XII Open Olympiad hosted by the National Research
University Moscow. Additionally, I attended the International Student Conference at Moscow
State Institute of International Relations and a Wienerberger seminar. Red

Hobbies
Football
Playing games 
Travelling and
exploring new cities

Likes / Dislikes
I like drawings (structural houses ,
interior designs and creativity) using
civil engineering softwares.

Words of encouragement
To all students embarking on this journey: Embrace the
boundless potential within you. Education is a gateway to
shape your future. Embrace challenges, for they fuel growth.
Believe in your abilities, learn from missteps, and
relentlessly pursue your passions. Surround yourself with
uplifting influences, prioritize self-care, and cultivate an
insatiable curiosity. Your potential knows no limits. With
unwavering belief, you can forge a brighter future and make
a lasting impact on the world around you. Believe in
yourself, seize the opportunities, and let your light shine
brightly!

School: Moscow State University of Civil Engineering (MGSU)

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Moscow

mesheckhong@gmail.com 
CGPA: 

Blue
4.25



Joshua dike
Dr. Josh to some, Dj Phoenix to others

Golden rule ✅
Manchester united fan

Politically and business inclined

Bio

Belgorod State UniversitySchool:

Email: dikejoshua@gmail.com

City: Belgorod
Diploma type: Blue

Likes/Dislikes

Honesty and Integrity
Dishonesty and not

keeping to words.
Hobbies

Djing, playing games and
listening to music

Plans after study
Have fun.

Words of encouragement
There's no point in worrying

about what you have no control
over, focus instead on things you

can change.
Be Inquisitive



Mahfuz Taofeeq
Bio
My name is Mahfuz Taofeeq. Mahfuz is a cheerful and enthusiastic person who is interested
in self development and helping others. He was the Leader of foreign students and a
Representative in the student union. Served as the Financial Secretary and Public Relations
Officer of the Association. He won several awards for his contribution to the development of
student science, high academic achievements, and active social life within the walls of his
university. Some of his favorite memories are becoming a Laureate of the All-Russian
«Student of the year» award, organising social activities for students and making new friends
from different cultural backgrounds. His favorite quote “If you don't stand for something you
will fall for anything.” by Malcolm X.

School: Voronezh state university of engineering technology 

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Voronezh

 Red
mahfuzayo@gmail.com 

Hobbies

Networking, video gaming,
listening to podcasts, sports,
traveling and photography.

Likes / Dislikes

I like meeting new people, especially
those that will help me grow in faith,
knowledge and wisdom.

Plans after study

Words of encouragement

To our graduates: you've worked so hard and achieved so
much, embark on this new chapter of your life armed with
dreams and know no bounds.
To the undergraduates: you're a star in the making. The older
ones have set the pace. Now, it is your turn to maintain and
improve the standard. You have the talent. Just believe in
yourself and anything will be achievable with prayer, hard work
and dedication. “Productivity is just the other half of the coin of
creativity.” ~Tiago forte

I plan to further my studies in the field of
Biotechnology. I plan to become a researcher and
engage in activities that'll inspire others to achieve their
dreams. A big part of me has always been striving to
make the world a better place.



Imiebam Hart
Bio

I was born, I lived and I grew in Rivers state. I’ve gotten my
bachelors in mechanical engineering and still have more to achieve
in this world. I am a true Christian and Nigerian. Even after Russia I
still look forward to going to more places and gaining useful skills.

HobbiesLikes / Dislikes

Reading, movies and
games.

I like dogs and puzzle cubes /
 I dislike boiled eggs and insincerity

School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Belgorod state technological university

Belgorod 

imiebam.hart@yahoo.com

Red

Words of
encouragement

Every journey starts with a step,
take it and keep taking it. Never
forget the One who has carried

you to where you are.



El-Promise 
Adigwe
Bio

Aircraft engineer

Words of
encouragement

Never give up

School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Don State Technical University

Rostov-on-Don

Red 

elpromzeegm@gmail.com

GPA: 5.0



Ojedokun Faith
Bio

Light of the world�. An engineer x with a mix of photographer x
video editor x graphic designer. I'm neither loud nor quiet, just in-

between.

Hobbies
Graphic Designing. Swimming. Photography.

Singing in the bathroom |

Likes / Dislikes

Likes: Everything related to media, deep
conversations� 

 
Dislikes: Most animals�, loud knocks

on the door.

School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Belgorod state technological university

Belgorod 

oglauben@gmail.com

Red

CGPA: 4.80

Words of
encouragement

Keep Jesus at the center and don't you dare
give up!

Plans after study

Enroll for masters.



School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Kuban State Technological University

Krasnodar

onyianedobi@gmail.com

Blue

Chinedobi 
Onyia
Bio

I graduated from Kuban State
Technological University. I studied oil and
gas engineering (production)

CGPA: 4.3



School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Voronezh State University of 
Engineering Technology 

Voronezh

kaceynwafor@gmail.com

Red

CGPA: 5.0

NWAFOR KENECHUKWU
VALENTINE

Bio
Uhm,what do you want to know...let's see. 

I'm quite competitive so you are probably a milestone to me and I
mean it in a good way. y

Hobbies
Reading, writing, Creative thinking, day dreaming at times, drumming,

gaming but I'm terrible, cooking, scriptwriting.  Does eating count ?

Likes / Dislikes
Likes : Humans, dark academia, lofi, classics, Quentin Tarantino

Dislikes: Some Humans, LMNOQHDTV
Believe I tried to think of something but I guess I tend to forget

the things I dislike till I see them.

Words of
encouragement

If there's an apex, reach for it;
If there's none, create it;

If the apex has been reached, then
surpass it;

but don't do it alone, do it with
friends, do with family and above all;

do it with God.
Plans after study

Academia, world domination (just
kidding)



ADesewa OLaifa 

School:

City:

Email:

Belgorod state technological university

Belgorod

Blue

adesewaolaifa@gmail.com

Bio
A foodie turned Engineer xD

Sleeping, reading (stories), cooking
and hanging out with friends.

Hobbies

Words of encouragement
Nothing lasts forever. One day you’ll look
back on the struggles of today with a smile
knowing that you conquered and
succeeded. Know this and don’t give up.

Plans after study

Further Education

Likes / Dislikes
Love food. Dislike noise.

Diploma type:

CGPA:



Hobbies
Fashion, photography, cooking , traveling

Janet
Esonbi

Janet�❤
Model❤

Computer engineer �
Businesswoman �

Bio

School:Kazan National Research Technological
University

City: Kazan
Diploma type:

Email:
CGPA:

Blue
4.5

adesewaolaifa@gmail.com

Likes / Dislikes
Likes : Fashion, entertainment, tech

Dislikes: Hypocrisy

Words of
encouragement

It’s okay not to have everything figured out.!

Plans after study

Masters



Abubakar
Shehu Umar

School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Volgograd State Technical University

Volgograd

Blue

shehuumara@gmail.com

Bio
A dynamic and passionate Software Engineer with an insatiable curiosity
for the ever-evolving world of technology. Driven by a deep-rooted
fascination with coding and problem-solving, I continuously seek
opportunities to expand my expertise and explore new frontiers in the
field of software engineering.

Hobbies
Coding, Football and Listening/Reading the Qur’an

Words of
encouragement
Believe in yourself and all that you are.
Know that there is something inside you
that is greater than any obstacle.

Plans after study
Driven by a strong desire to deepen my
knowledge and expertise in software
engineering, my plan is to continue my
educational journey by pursuing a Master's
and PhD degree. Ultimately, my goal is to
become a professor and make a meaningful
impact in academia.

Blue



School:

City:

Email:

Kazan national research technological
university

Kazan

ellaawodu@gmail.com

Ella 
Awodu

Bio

A biotechnologist who loves to have fun.



Blue

Victoria 
Okafor

School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Kazan federal university
Kazaan

victoriaokafor28@gmail.com

Bio

Born and brought up from the eastern part of Nigeria. I’m the second
child out of six kids. Got the position of a discipline prefect during
my high school.I’m a graduate of public administration but I’m
aspiring to becoming a marketer and an actor in the near future..

Likes/Dislikes
I dislike dishonesty and pretence. I like giving
advice.

Words of
encouragement

“You drown not by falling into the
river but by staying submerged in it” 
Be yourself, never give up and luck
will always find you

Plans after study

I plan on going for my masters
degree and to make money

CGPA: 4.5



Ayomide Olorunfemi
Bio

My name is Olorunfemi Ayomide Queen 
I am from Kogi state Nigeria 

I grew up in Nigeria and lived there all my life before coming to
Russia

Hobbies
I love to dance and sing

Likes / Dislikes

I love fashion and anything 
“beauty”

School:

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Voronezh State University of Engineering 
Technology

Voronezh 

Olorunfemiqueen313@gmail.com
Red

Words of
encouragement

Know God and have good people around
you because you’d need them when things

get tough and even when things aren’t tough 
You can’t really do this life alone, you need

good friends

Plans after study

I would like to do my masters 
in another country.



Okechukwu
Okeke
Bio
My name is Okeke Williams. I studied Mathematics at the Peoples' Friendship
University of Russia. I am passionate on finding several ways of applying
mathematics to solve several real world issues.

School:

City:

Email:

Peoples' Friendship University of Russia

Moscow

wilyamz.247@gmail.com

Hobbies

Learning tech stuffs, playing video games, reading
fiction novels.

Likes / Dislikes

Being happy, learning new things,
socializing  / stress, ignorance

Words of encouragement

Seek for help as soon as
necessary
Learn as much as possible
from other people's
experiences.
There is really no script. Give
your best shot at every step of
your journey.



Oyindoubra
Offeh-Eric

A bioengineer who is passionate about the field. I love
learning about new technologies and techniques that can
solve real-world problems. When I am not studying, I like

to read fictional books, I enjoy spending time with friends,
watching movies, and exploring the city (traveling).

Bio

School:Kazan National Research Technological
UniversityCity: Kazan

Diploma type:

Email:

CGPA:

Red
4.75
kardyeric@gmail.com

Words of
encouragement

 Na who give up, fuck up!!!!



KIM FOM
Bio

My name is Kim Daniel Fom, a recent Computer Science
graduate, from Voronezh State University. Besides coding, I enjoy
listening to music and nature photography. Everyday I am
debugging challenges, conquering goals, and unlocking my
potential.

School: Voronezh State University

Email: kimfom01@gmail.com

City: Voronezh

Diploma type: Blue

Words of encouragement

Do not doubt your ability
to accomplish what you
have set out to do. I have
unwavering faith in your
potential and prowess!



NZUBE
OKAFOR

Bio
My name is Ozofor Nzube Jessie, I’m form Enugu

state, an aircraft engineering graduate.

School: Don state technical University

City: Rostov on Don

Diploma type: Blue

Email: nzubejessie@gmail.com

Words of
encouragement

Good morals and persistence
will always succeed, put God

first!

Likes / Dislikes

I like planes, playing guitar and
out door activities. Sometimes I

like to ready in a calm place just
to get my mind straight.

I dislike dishonesty above all

Plans after study
I’m continuing my study, in my field.



School: Don State Technical University

Blue

chidozie244@gmail.com

An accomplished student with a degree in Aircraft Maintenance
Engineering from Don state technical university. Originally from
Ebonyi State, there has always been a strong flair for aviation
sphere as well as the industry management. Beyond academics,
He has also been involved in sports competitions and various
skill acquisition courses as well.

CHIDOZIE
OGODO

City:

Diploma type:

Email:

Rostov on Don

Bio

Words of
encouragement

For the stages we were destined to
win and the ones we refused to
lose!

Red

CGPA: 4.85



MUHAMMAD
GULMA

Bio
Name’s Muhammad Gulma or just MG for short. Founder

of ~MG Kayzen~ Brand [@mgkayzen on socials]

School: Moscow State University of Civil
Engineering

City: Moscow

Diploma type: Blue

Email: mohammadgulma@gmail.com

Words of
encouragement

Glory is found where the eyes
are shyest. It’s going to be
greener at the other side!

Likes / Dislikes
~A Sucker for good books, habitual

writer at mgkayzen.com, into public
speaking, and I revel in physical

excitements [Gyming/MMA]. I think
hoodies are cool, Vanilla’s heavenly

and Sunsets are divine.

Plans after study
I Plan to stand on my own feet for          
the very first time.



IROEGBU
ONWUKA DANIEL
Bio
Morning star ⭐.

School:

City:

Voronezh State University of Engineering
Technology

Voronezh

Email: onwukadaniel10@gmail.com

Likes / Dislikes

Basketball, girls & women, football &
money
LGTBQ+++, Weirdos, Humans

Words of encouragement
That сессия wey hard no worry
you go close am.

Plans after study

On God

Diploma type: Blue



Tamunomiebaka
OBA

Graduate of Economics/International Economic
Relations, indigene of Rivers State, born and brought up

in Port Harcourt

Bio

School: RUDN

City: Moscow

Diploma type:

Email:

Blue
tamunomiebakabie@gmail.com

Words of
encouragement

Always trust your instincts, Don’t
get carried away, Trust me, No

experience can ever prepare you,
So just keep pushing ;

Никогда не сдавайся !!!



Mary Musa
Bio

My forever mantra is “life is too short to be anything but
happy”. I guess it’s only natural that I love exploring
new places, meeting people, trying out new foods, and
enjoying great vibes. Right now, I’m just gonna breathe
and look forward to the adventure that is life.

School: Voronezh State University of Engineering
Technologies

Email: mariyelle49@gmail.com

City: Voronezh

Diploma type: Red

Words of encouragement

Live l i fe to the ful lest ,
you only l ive
once(YOLO).



Tolulope
Olagunju

An individual with numerous gifts
and expressing them in different

ways she finds.

Bio

School: Belgorod State National Research
University

City: Belgorod

Diploma type:

Email: tolulopeolagunju95@gmail.com

Words of
encouragement

Ecclesiastes 11:4 You are the
youngest you'll ever be right now.

Don't wait till things are perfect
before you act, you'll only get

older.

Blue

Likes / Dislikes
Reading, cycling, writing and

cooking.

Plans after study
Master Degree



Obianuju
Odoh
Bio
My name is Odoh Obianuju Cynthia. I am from Ukehe in Igbo-Etiti Local
Government Area, Enugu State. I did my nursery and primary education at
Holy Child Jesus Nursery/ Primary School, Ukehe and Bigard Primary
School, Enugu respectively after which I got into Holy Rosary College,
Enugu( HRC) for my secondary education. 
I have just completed my medical school at Rostov State Medical
University. I’m a smart, fun loving, jovial, outgoing and adventurous
person.

School: Rostov State Medical University

Email: cyndysmart98@gmail.com

City: Rostov

Diploma type: -

Words of encouragement
Relax! O ga-adicha mma ma o bu ma i ga-enwe
ndidi(It will work out fine but will you exercise
patience?)

Likes 
Fine dining, new experiences, hanging out
with friends.

Traveling, dancing and volunteering.
Hobbies

Plans after study:

Continue living my baby girl life and grab a few
investments here and there while at it. Oh! allow
somebody's son love and adore me.



Salami Yusuff
Olatunji

I am a graduate of oil and gas engineering
(Production engineering) at Kuban State

Technological University, Krasnodar, Russia.

Bio

School: Kuban State Technological
University

City: Krasnodar

Diploma type:

Email: vondahuseful@gmail.com
Blue

Plans after study
Not decided.

GPA: 4.94



See You
At

Another
Time


